Social-emotional learning (SEL) attracted educators’ increased interest in 2016. National discussions have focused on the contributions to student success of associated personal characteristics such as “grit” and “growth mind-set,” but also on the potential for high-stakes decision making based on SEL or “noncognitive” assessment results. In part, passage of the Every Student Succeeds Act fueled this debate over SEL and accountability, as the law permits states to include measures of nonacademic areas such as student and teacher engagement in their accountability systems.

On one hand, this new flexibility was a welcome federal recognition of the contribution nonacademic factors make to student academic success. On the other, the validity of using assessments of these factors to inform high-stakes teacher- or school-level accountability decisions remains an open question in need of substantial further research.

The Case for Focusing on SEL

While basic proficiency in mathematics, reading, and writing is essential, educators and parents alike would more likely list characteristics like perseverance, self-control, creativity, time management, leadership, conscientiousness, and being an effective collaborator when considering what is most important for success in school, work, and life. These characteristics are often dubbed “social-emotional learning competencies,” “noncognitive skills,” “soft skills,” or “21st century skills” in the literature. A growing body of research has consistently demonstrated positive relationships between SEL competency levels and academic achievement, educational attainment, and success in the workforce.

Not surprisingly, both employers and institutions of higher education highly value these types of skills.

In addition, survey research on which skill areas US public education systems should prioritize have consistently extended beyond basic academic skills to more noncognitive aspects such as social skills and work ethic, citizenship, preparation for skilled work, and emotional health. Key for state boards of education (SBEs), some school-based interventions have been shown to be effective in helping students develop such competencies.

Recent reports by nonprofit organizations distilling active lines of research have contributed to the widespread acceptance of the value of noncognitive skills to public education. These have also considered vital practical issues such as the extent to which noncognitive skills are susceptible to intervention, and mechanisms for their reliable and valid assessment. In particular, Farrington et al. (2012) provide three detailed case studies highlighting important transitional periods for students, two of which focus on K-12 environments. Their report summarizes the literature and recommends action based on what is known about how factors such as mind-set and learning strategies in the middle grades and specific academic behaviors in ninth grade influence student success during each transition. Along similar lines and further connoting the field’s priority on noncognitive skills, the American Psychological Association’s Coalition for Psychology in Schools and Education recently released a “Top 20” list of guiding research-supported principles for preK-12 teaching and learning, the majority of which attend to noncognitive constructs including student motivation, task persistence, self-regulation, emotional well-being, and creativity.

During their formative years, children are naturally in the process of building and developing work habits and social skills while spending a substantial portion of their waking hours either in school or engaged in school-related work or extracurricular activities. Whether or not the idea has been explicitly codified in policy...
or standards SBEs have adopted, educators are fundamentally in the business of guiding student character and emotional development as much as their cognitive and academic capabilities.

The malleability of noncognitive skills across the early and adolescent lifespan is thus crucial in motivating SBE policy development geared toward measuring and encouraging acquisition of those skills. As noted above, skills such as motivation, resilience, emotional intelligence, and self-efficacy have been shown to be susceptible to school-based interventions. Given the established positive relationship between students’ effective expression of noncognitive skills and their academic achievement, SBEs taking steps to inspire cultures of holistic student development—versus remaining focused on purely academic subject matter—may see their efforts translated into narrowed achievement gaps between students in districts serving those from underrepresented or historically disadvantaged backgrounds and their more socioeconomically advantaged peers.

With the caveat of potential reference bias, it is also important to note that nationally representative data appear to show significant gaps in reported levels of noncognitive skills themselves between higher and lower socioeconomic status groups. This is not meant to suggest that a sudden focus by SBEs on fostering student noncognitive skills will independently resolve long-standing structural and societal problems inherent to underresourced school systems. However, it seems obvious to suggest that students enrolled in such systems could benefit from interventions to heighten their abilities to cope with, navigate, and persist through the challenges they encounter (academic or otherwise).

There is also evidence that states and districts may realize substantial economic benefits by supporting reforms or interventions aimed at improving students’ SEL skills. For example, statewide interventions to encourage prosocial behavior and cooperation in the early grades may result in both substantially increased labor market productivity and reduced costs to the state’s criminal justice system.

Having made a case for the vital nature of noncognitive skills development to future student outcomes, increased equity, and the potential for economic benefits accruing to states, the question naturally arises of exactly how SBEs might go about building a set of policies, standards, or guidelines to both evidence and enhance their support for a more holistic vision of student development. Fortunately, the major issues at play here parallel those with which SBEs are already familiar: 1) the utility of formally adopting state-level standards, 2) the importance of incorporating reliable and valid assessment tools to measure student progress, and 3) the appropriate use of SEL assessment results.

**State-Level Standards**

Although near universal at the preschool level, state adoption by states of freestanding K-12 standards targeting noncognitive skills remains a work in progress. Illinois and Kansas have been at the forefront of such work. The leading authority on SEL and standards is the Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL). At work for over 20 years, CASEL has produced both research and supportive resources organized around five areas of social and emotional competency: self-management, self-awareness, responsible decision making, relationship skills, and social awareness. CASEL also offers a bank of materials for state-level policymakers. As of October 2015, CASEL reported that only four states had adopted “comprehensive standards for SEL with developmental benchmarks [spanning] K-12.” Another eleven had some SEL standards in place, though these were often limited to the early grades (e.g., K-3). Recent SEL policy developments at the state level have been encouraging, however, with eight more states committing to work together to develop SEL standards, according to an August 2016 article in *Education Week*.

Just as with the Common Core State Standards and similar state academic standards for mathematics and English language arts, SEL standards must be appropriately detailed in their specification and backed by sufficient professional expertise and supportive materials—benchmarks, curricula, teacher professional development—to imbue them with credibility and support their successful implementation. One cost-effective way for an SBE to begin the process of developing such standards would be to review CASEL’s resources and adopt a model state’s SEL standards either whole cloth or with revision. A complementary strategy would be for SBEs and...
state education agencies to adapt their existing early childhood SEL standards for students in more advanced grades, eventually creating freestanding K–12 standards whose benchmarks represent a natural progression of skill development across the important transitions from early childhood to the completion of high school.

Validity and Reliability of SEL Assessments

Any effort at implementing state SEL standards must be accompanied by reliable, valid, and conceptually aligned mechanisms for determining the extent to which students and schools have met the standards.14 Historically such assessments were composed of simple Likert-type survey items commonly used in educational and psychological research (e.g., “On a scale of 1–5, rate your level of agreement/disagreement with . . .”). However, a diverse array of assessment techniques can be used for targeting noncognitive skills.15 Examples include forms of student report such as biographical data (reporting on aspects of their own history), situational judgment tests (asking students to choose the most appropriate or likely response to a given scenario), or forced-choice (two or more prompts presented together where a student must select one that characterizes them best). We can also collect others’ reports or observations of student behaviors (such as teacher ratings of a student’s teamwork or communication skills) or assess students using standardized performance tasks (e.g., arranging a calendar, prioritizing a task list, planning a group project). Without detailing the advantages and disadvantages of each assessment format, we offer three general recommendations.

First, because noncognitive skills tend to be complex and multifaceted, when feasible, multiple types of assessment should be targeted at each construct of interest.16 Obtaining these multiple perspectives—and not relying on only one source of information—implies a more holistic, thorough assessment and interpretation of student skill levels.

Second, assessments should be standardized to ensure students and teachers are encountering comparable stimuli across school contexts. It is crucial to note, however, that standardization alone is insufficient to ensure the fair comparison of results across schools and districts. Much depends on an assessment’s format, content, intended use, and the potential for reference bias.

Imagine that a group of students from an underperforming school tends to persevere in the face of challenges to the same extent as a group of students from a high-achieving school. However, when asked about their perseverance on a survey, students from the latter school rate themselves lower than students from the underperforming school, perhaps because their reference points are different. Students at the high-achieving school may consider themselves to be less determined on average versus their peers and thus may rate themselves lower on perseverance as a consequence. Conversely, students at the underperforming school may not recognize as many of peers who seem more determined than they are, motivating relatively higher self-ratings. Reference bias is potentially problematic given the popularity and cost-efficiency of standard survey-type scales targeting noncognitive skills.

Thus, our third recommendation is that SBEs and state education agencies work with experts in the field to both build noncognitive assessments and thoroughly research their measurement characteristics, validity, and fairness.17 Regardless of whether an assessment is to be considered purely for research purposes or for low- or high-stakes uses in the field, ensuring it meets high standards of technical quality is essential to ensure the resulting data can be interpreted as intended.

Making Appropriate Use of SEL Data

Our own work on SEL assessments has tended to focus on the developmental side of the equation rather than on the accountability side. That is, the main objective has been to build multifaceted, psychometrically rigorous tools in collaboration with schools, consortia of schools, and districts. The information from these tools aids our partners’ efforts to build profiles of the SEL skillsets their students exhibit. Such results may then inform discussions about what is expected or desired in a given context, how SEL skillsets can be developed, and where to target supportive resources to students or classrooms identified as expressing particular needs. Institutional partners and students alike have found this development attractive. We expect it also holds increasing promise as assessment technology continues to develop.

New platforms and item formats, designed to overcome the limitations of classic approaches,
enable the efficient deployment and study of innovative methods for measuring and providing useful feedback on SEL. Where they are augmented by appropriate curricular integration and professional development, such assessment tools have the potential to generate holistic depictions of the extent to which state education systems are meeting the evolving needs of their students and aid existing efforts to close gaps by encouraging targeted student development of SEL skills.
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And so social-emotional learning really teaches and targets those skill sets and competencies that underscore your availability to learn. In our case, and in our work at the center, we focus on also thinking about the social-emotional learning of the adults in the room and the educators as the co-constructors of knowledge in that environment. Alongside that discourse is also the conversation of how to adequately assess social-emotional learning. The most popular question that I get asked on a regular basis, weekly I will get an email from someone somewhere in the world who wants to know what the best SEL score is, what the best SEL score is. I set up a call and I have a nice conversation back about how well, you don't want to assess SEL. We now know that social and emotional skills—which overlap with what many call character strengths, and others label noncognitive attributes—are as or more important than intellectual ability and cognitive aptitude for student and adult success in school, college, careers and life. The following infographic explains more on why it is so important to assess SEL in schools. You can also download a new report on student assessment here. Download a PDF of the Infographic Here.